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NUMBER OF WORKS
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FR AME SIZES
(20) 20” x 24”, (23) 16” x 20”

DIDACTICS
43 story panels, about the making of each work, with a reproduction of each original print.
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Approximately 300 linear feet (91 linear meters)

BOOKING
Curatorial Assistance Traveling Exhibitions
Laura Sumser, Exhibitions Manager
laura@curatorial.org | 626.577.0044

E XHIBITION OVERVIEW

Celebrating the Negative is a study of the original film on which famous images have been 
captured by some of the most important photographers from the 19th and 20th centuries. Loengard’s 
pictures are of the photographers’ famous images as negatives—not prints. Through the loving 
observation of the original matrixes of some of the most iconic images, Loengard demonstrates to us 
that the photographic negative is an object of great beauty.

Cover:
John Loengard
Man Ray, Femme avec Longs Cheveux, circa 1929
Hands: Lucien Treillard
1994
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ARTIST’S STATEMENT

I photographed the negatives in this exhibition as quickly and simply as possible. I used a small 
camera on a tripod. Any light box, window or even a sunny wall would do as a background. I 
wanted to catch the moment when the negative first came out of its envelope and was shown 
with pride. How people touched the negative played subtly against the image on the film itself. 
At least, I felt this was so. 

I noticed that Richard Avedon held his negative barehanded. Imogen Cunningham’s son, 
Rondal Partridge, held hers that way too. Yousuf Karsh put on gloves, but he was holding his 
1941 negative of Winston Churchill, a jewel in the National Archive of Canada. The archivists 
might have shot him dead had he touched it unprotected. 
 
Nearly every curator gloved up, but I sensed the negatives were the photographers’ children, 
and you don’t put on gloves to handle your kids. Or even those of people you know. I did not 
wear gloves when I photographed Margaret Bourke-White’s negative from Buchenwald, and I 
didn’t ask anyone else to hold it either. It seemed wrong to take pleasure, (as I knew I would), in 
a graceful arabesque of fingers next to that terrifying piece of film. 
 
For over 150 years, including the photographs I made for this series, every black and white 
photograph had to be made first as a negative. Since then, digital technology has caused the 
negative to become an obsolete industrial artifact. Perhaps the implications of that obsolescence 
will spark wider interest, but so far, collectors do not collect them, and most museums won’t 
accept them. George Eastman House, the Universities of Arizona and Texas and the Library of 
Congress are notable exceptions. By and large though, it’s the photographers, their heirs, their 
employers and chance that have kept negatives safe. 
 
I’m surprised by the widespread disinterest in the negative, because when exposed, it is the 
plan for what the print will show. I know that once in the darkroom, I’ll recollect how light fell 
upon the subject; what shadows I wanted to lighten; what gesture I’d hoped to see clearly, and 
what shapes I expected to dominate the scene, when color and one dimension vanished. All 
these commitments are lodged in the negative. Making a print simply brings them to life. Ansel 
Adams likened the negative to a composer’s musical score, and the print, to its performance. 
The serious work was done when the film was exposed. 
 
Photographers treat their negatives differently. For example, Adams fussed with his zone 
system for exposing and developing film, while Edward Weston, who was equally dedicated to 
profound control of his image, used instinct. But that’s not the point. What is significant is that 
no photographer has destroyed his or her negatives during their lifetime, (even if Brett Weston 
made a show of starting to do so on his 80th birthday). I suspect that’s because deep down, we 
all recognize the truth that Callahan expressed to me many years ago, after a group of investors 
bought all his prints, and the University of Arizona bought all his negatives. The loss of the prints 
didn’t bother him. But even though the negatives would remain in Callahan’s possession until 
his death, he recalled, “When Tucson bought the negatives it nearly killed me...” “You see,” said 
Callahan, “The negative is all I have.” 
 
They are interesting, beautiful and original. Photographers take them very seriously. Here are 
a few. 

—John Loengard, March 2008
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John Loengard
MAN RAY, Femme avec Longs Cheveux, circa 1929, 
Hands: Lucien Treillard
20” x 16”
1994

Man Ray, born Emmanuel Radnitsky in Philadelphia, once said his work was 
“designed to amuse, bewilder, annoy or inspire reflection, but not to arouse 
admiration for any technical excellence usually sought in works of art. The streets 
are full of admirable craftsmen, but so few practical dreamers.”
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John Loengard
Orlando Scott Goff, Chief Joseph, 1877
Hands: Paul Harbaugh
16” x 20”
1993

In 1877, Orlando Scott Goff, an itinerant photographer working at Fort Abraham 
Lincoln, in the Dakota Territory, photographed a Native American, Chief Joseph. 
For three months the 35-year-old leader of the Nez Percé had led 750 of his people 
in an escape from their Oregon reservation. After winning several battles with 
the U.S. Army during their 1,300-mile trek, the Nez Percé were captured at Bear 
Paw Mountain in Montana, fourty miles from the Canadian border and freedom. 
Postcard-size prints of celebrities like Chief Joseph (about whom there was interest 
back East) were profitably circulated. For ready identification, the subject’s name 
was printed on onionskin paper, which was attached to the negative before the 
card was printed. Later, Goff sold his wet-plate negatives to his assistant, David 
F. Barry, and moved on to Haver, Montana, where he served a term in the state 
legislature. In 1934 Barry, needing a few hundred dollars, sold all his negatives 
(and Goff’s) to the Denver Public Library.
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John Loengard
Alexander Gardner, Abraham Lincoln, 1863
Hands: Ann Shumard
20” x 16”
1992

On  August 9, 1863, the day before Alexander Gardner opened his new studio at 
7th and D streets, Abraham Lincoln came in to pose. Pictures from the session 
were used by the President in his 1864 campaign for re-election. Sometime in 
the 1870s, another studio owner, Moses P. Rice, acquired the 20 x 17 inch glass 
wet-plate. An original negative had commercial value because photographers 
sold pictures of celebrities directly to the public—until the half-tone method of 
reproducing prints was perfected in the 1890s. Rice applied tape to form a neat 
border when printing the picture in contact with photographic paper. The tape may 
also keep the collodion emulsion from separating from its glass support. Rice’s 
granddaughter sold the plate to the National Portrait Gallery at the Smithsonian 
Institution in 1983. To avoid damaging its collodion surface, Ann Shumard at the 
Portrait Gallery put the negative out for me on a light box with its emulsion side up. 
Seen this way, the image is backwards.
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John Loengard
André Kert´sz, Satiric Dancer, 1926
Hands: Noel Bourcier
20” x 16”
1993

André Kertész took Satiric Dancer in 1926, a year after arriving in Paris from 
Budapest at the age of 31. He was clowning around with some Hungarian pals 
in sculptor István Beothy’s studio. Dancer Magda Förstner mimicked the host’s 
statuary, and Kertész, with his small glass-plate camera, recorded her jest. Later in 
his life, Kertész became allergic to photographic chemicals. Igor Bakht (a Russian 
who grew up in Tehran, where his father was official photographer to the Shah) 
made all his prints after 1964. “If you are not careful printing Satiric Dancer, the 
dress goes black and has no detail,” says the 62-year-old Bakht. “I give an extra 
bit of exposure to the right edge of the negative, and I’ll burn in the arms and legs 
and the lower part of the sculpture with an even longer exposure in order to get a 
bit of tone and separation there. André wanted rich prints, but not too rich. If I’d 
brought out the clouds too dramatically in a picture, he’d say, ‘That’s too crafty. I 
want it slightly on the subtle side.’” 
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John Loengard
Edward Weston, Pepper #35p, 1930
Hands: Dianne Nilsen
20” x 16”
1992

A week after his friend Sonya Noskowiak brought Edward Weston a pepper from 
the market in Carmel, California, Weston wrote in his diary that it was beginning “to 
show the strain and tonight should grace a salad.” He changed his dinner menu, 
however, and the next day put the pepper inside a tin funnel to take its picture. 
“I have a great negative—by far the best,” he wrote after developing his film, 
adding that the picture had no “psychological attributes, no human emotions are 
aroused.” This was an important point. Friends felt his photographs of vegetables 
were sexually suggestive, and their comments had annoyed the photographer. 
Weston developed several negatives that day, so it is impossible to know for 
certain which one he thought was the best. He made 25 prints of negative #30, but 
it is so blindingly anthropomorphic that it can’t be the one. Not that it matters. As 
curator Dianne Nilsen pulled negative #35p (13 prints) from its envelope, I saw that 
light had arranged particles of silver on its surface with such beauty that it took 
my breath away. 
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John Loengard
Henri Cartier-Bresson, Behind Gare St. Lazare, 1932
Hands: George Fevre 
20” x 16”
1987

Actually, I asked Henri Cartier-Bresson to let me photograph another negative 
showing two prostitutes in Mexico City. They lean through openings in their crib 
doors. The print is often published. “Oh, no! No! No! Think of their feelings! They 
might be grandmothers now. No, no! You can’t publish that,” he replied with an 
intensity that surprised me. Instead, he let me see the negative to his most famous 
photograph. It shows a man leaping into a puddle in Paris. George Fèvre, who 
prints many of Cartier-Bresson’s pictures, put it out on the light table. In The 
Decisive Moment, Cartier-Bresson described taking it: “There was a plank fence 
around some repairs behind Gare St. Lazare. I was peeking through the spaces 
with my camera at my eye. This is what I saw. The space between the planks was 
not entirely wide enough for my lens, which is the reason the picture is cut off on 
the left.” For safekeeping, the negative was cut from a strip of 35mm film at the 
start of World War II. Sprocket holes are missing on one side. Possibly the film was 
manufactured without them—or possibly someone has cut them off. Asked about 
this, Cartier-Bresson replies, “I swallowed them.”
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John Loengard
Nickolas Muray, Babe Ruth, 1940
Hands: David Wooters
20” x 16”
1993

Nickolas Muray, a Hungarian Olympic fencing champion, came to the United 
States in 1913 and found work as an engraver for Condé Nast. In 1920 he opened 
a photographic studio of his own in Greenwich Village. For the next 45 years he 
took portraits of celebrities (at the beginning he did many for Nast’s Vanity Fair 
magazine) and photographed for advertising agencies. Muray had a businesslike 
attitude toward photography (as this head-on portrait of his fellow athlete George 
Herman Ruth suggests). “It is always the photographer’s job to make his pictures 
as attractive and dramatic as possible,” he wrote, adding, “You dream it, we’ll 
photograph it—all in a day’s work.”
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John Loengard
Walker Evans, Photographer’s Window Display, Birmingham, Alabama, 1936
Hands: Jan Grenci
20” x 16”
1992

When he liked, Walker Evans cut up his negatives to indicate the cropping he 
intended—or simply to fit part of an 8 x 10 inch negative into his 5 x 7 inch enlarger. 
“Stieglitz wouldn’t cut a quarter-inch off a frame,” he said. “I would cut any inches 
off my frames in order to get a better picture.” Evans sliced up two of his 8 x 
10 inch negatives of a photographer’s display window, but a third lies uncut in 
Washington. All were taken for the Farm Security Administration. Evans said he 
took the pictures in Savannah, Georgia. The government is sure he took them in 
Birmingham, Alabama. In 1938 Evans used the photograph as the second picture 
in his landmark book American Photographs. For $12 the Library of Congress 
still sells a print of it to anyone who asks for one.
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John Loengard
Ansel Adams, Moonrise, Hernandez, New Mexico, 1941
Pictured: Mrs. Ansel Adams
20” x 16”
1984

“I observed a fantastic scene as we approached the village of 
Hernandez,” wrote Ansel Adams in his autobiography. “I steered the 
station wagon into the deep shoulder along the road and jumped out...
yelling [at my companions], ‘Get this! Get that, for God’s sake! We 
don’t have much time!’ After the first exposure I quickly reversed the 
8x10 film holder to make a duplicate negative... but as I pulled out the 
slide the sunlight left the crosses and the magical moment was gone 
forever.” It was October 31, 1941, just after 4 p.m.—Halloween. Adams 
had his treat. “I knew it was special when I released the shutter,” 
he said. During my first years of printing the Moonrise negative, I 
allowed some random clouds in the upper sky area to show, although 
I had visualized the sky in very deep values and almost cloudless,” he 
added. Shortly after Adams’ death in 1984, his widow Virginia posed 
with the negative on a light box (far left) along with the cloudy and 
relatively cloudless prints made from it.
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John Loengard
Wynn Bullock, Child in Forest, 1951
Hands: Dianne Nilsen
16” x 20”
1992

Long after Wynn Bullock’s photograph of his daughter was used in the 
“Family of Man” exhibition, his wife Edna told photographer Donna 
Conrad, “we got letters and phone calls asking, ‘What did you have 
in mind when you photographed that child? Was that child supposed 
to be dead? Was she a statue that fell off into the world? Was she just 
left there after being molested?’ And all Wynn could say was that here 
was a virgin piece of forest and why not have a virgin child down there. 
He couldn’t believe that people could think those things.”
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John Loengard
Imogen Cunningham, Magnolia Blossom, 1925
Hands: Rondal Partridge
16” x 20”
1993

Imogen Cunningham educated herself about plants and flowers after 
she began to photograph cacti and other succulents in her backyard 
in Oakland, California. “Her Magnolia Blossom is great, but she 
made a hundred magnolias—literally 100 negatives of magnolias—
that she threw away,” says her son Rondal Partridge. “When we were 
kids we used to throw her rejected negatives into the fireplace—the 
nitrate would explode—hundreds, thousands. God, how I wish we 
hadn’t.” “For a long time I did not think my mother was a very good 
photographer. She was just a photographer. She did portraits and 
kids. She assumed her job was every day to make a photograph, but 
she photographed for the pure joy. She considered it not her work—it 
was her occupation to make people see and be happy.”
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John Loengard
Richard Avedon, Ronald Fischer, Beekeeper, 1981
Hands: Richard Avedon
20” x 16”
1994

Even before Richard Avedon started his project In the American West in 1979, he 
planned to photograph a man covered with bees. He advertised for a subject and 
found Ronald Fischer, a Chicago banker and amateur beekeeper. After queen-bee 
pheromone was applied to his skin (to attract drones), the tall, shaven-headed 
Fischer stood patiently outdoors in Davis, California, while Avedon ran through a 
stack of 8 x 10 inch film holders, and they both got stung.
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John Loengard has had a significant impact on the practice and discourse of photography 
as photographer, editor, critic, curator and historian. He started his distinguished photography 
career as a Life magazine staff photographer in 1961. From 1973 until 1987 he was the magazine’s 
picture editor. The author of a number of books and recipient of numerous awards, he has taught 
at The International Center for Photography, the New School for Social Research (both in New 
York City) and at workshops around the country. In 2004 Loengard was honored with the Henry 
R. Luce “Lifetime Achievement Award” from Time Inc., and, in 2005,  American Photo magazine 
identified Loengard as “One of the 100 most influential people in photography.” Loengard’s work 
is in the collections of institutions including the National Portrait Gallery, Washington, D.C., the 
Center for Creative Photography, Tuscon, Arizona, the International Center of Photography, New 
York, New York, the Menil Foundation, Houston, Texas, and the George Eastman House, Rochester 

John Loengard, image copyright Joe McNally, 2010
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Curator ia l  Assis tance Travel ing E xhibi t ions (CATE )  is a nonprofit organization 
dedicated to creating opportunities for access, outreach, and education in the visual arts through the 
origination and circulation of diverse and innovative exhibitions for museums and art organizations 
worldwide. CATE fosters collaborations between public and private resources by developing 
traveling exhibitions that expand public opportunities to view and experience significant works of 
art. Formed in 2000, CATE has toured more than 400 exhibitions to over 850 art venues worldwide.


